Marine Manager
The Role: Neptune Pacific Line’s Ship Management Team is responsible for ensuring the safe, reliable and compliant operation of
our fleet of container, general cargo and other managed vessels operating primarily in the Asia Pacific region, including New
Zealand and Australia. We strive to continuously improve our ship management activities, with an overarching goal of being a
“best in class” ship manager. Working in a complex, ever-changing environment we work hard to stay ahead of the pack. To help
us achieve this, we are seeking a Marine Manager to lead our Auckland, New Zealand based Ship Management Team. In addition
to leading the Ship Management team, the Marine Manager will join Neptune’s Senior Management Team and support other
areas of the businesses growth as required
Here’s what you’ll do:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Management responsibility for the safe, reliable and compliant operation of all our owned and managed vessels.
Responsible for all marine and technical compliance matters, including ensuring the vessels meet and exceed all relevant
national, regional and international standards and regulations always
Responsible for maintaining and improving strong, trusting relationships with regulators and other relevant bodies,
including flag administrations, port state authorities, class societies and any other bodies which may impact the operation
of our vessels
Responsible for all Ship Management OPEX budgets, including preparing and presenting annual running cost budgets, as
well as monitoring and reporting on progress
Responsible for the budgeting, planning and delivery of all dockings and other major marine capital expenditure projects.
Responsible for all Health, Safety, Quality and Environmental matters in relation to our ships and ship management
activities
Responsible for ensuring that our ships are properly manned with skilled, qualified personnel
Provide guidance and support to our seagoing personnel and manage the framework for their professional development
Responsible for all bunkering activities, including development of supply lines, arrangement of necessary stems, control
and monitoring of the fleet-wide bunker budget, monitoring and reporting on bunkering trends, preparation for the
implementation of IMO2020 compliant fuels
Support the development of the fleet, through identification and assessment of target vessels
Represents Neptune in all matters relating to Ship Management, including at industry bodies
Management and owner of internal SMS - NVOS (Neptune Vessel Operating System)

Here’s what you’ll bring to the table:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Significant experience in ship management at a senior level in a similar setting
Significant and relevant seagoing experience
It is essential you have further education in business, law or similar field
Strong demonstrable knowledge of relevant marine regulatory frameworks
Demonstrable experience managing and developing relationships with marine regulators
Demonstrable experience preparing, managing and reporting on running cost and capex budgets
Demonstrable experience managing and improving HSQE in a marine environment
Demonstrable experience successfully delivering large marine projects (dockings, constructions, modifications)
Demonstrable leadership experience in respect of seagoing and shore-based personnel
Demonstrable experience effectively responding to and addressing unplanned or emergency events in a marine context
Highly developed interpersonal, verbal and written communication skills
Experience managing seagoing personnel and leading collaborative teams
Very strong conceptual, logical and strategic thinking
Natural leader with a high level of initiative, motivation and drive to succeed
Demonstrated passion for making a difference
Strong leader in problem-solving, idea generation and creative solutions
Strong organizational skills
Love for travel, frequent travel is a MUST!

If you are a natural leader with significant ship management experience looking for a new challenge, we would love to hear from
you.
Head over to seek and apply now! www.seek.co.nz/job/39576871
APPLICATIONS CLOSE: August 30, 2019

